Alums of the JMU Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry recognized by the National Science Foundation Graduate Research Fellowship Program

2023  Ani Davis ('22)  NSF GRFP Honorable Mention
Ani is currently a doctoral student in chemistry at University of Florida.

2023  Jackson White ('20)  NSF GRFP Recipient
Jackson is currently a researcher in proteomics at The Broad Institute.

2021  Holli Scott ('21)  NSF GRFP Honorable Mention
Holli is currently a doctoral student in chemistry at University of Oregon.

2020  Daniel Marzolf ('18)  NSF GRFP Honorable Mention
Daniel is a doctoral student in chemistry at Ohio State University.

2018  David Boyle ('17)  NSF GRFP Recipient
David earned a Ph.D. in chemistry at Stanford University after JMU.

2018  Aidan McKenzie ('16)  NSF GRFP Recipient
Aidan earned a Ph.D. in biomolecular chemistry at the University of Wisconsin, Madison after JMU.

2018  Kathleen Krist ('16)  NSF GRFP Honorable Mention
Kathleen earned a Ph.D. in chemistry at Penn State University after JMU.

2018  Emigdio Turner ('14)  NSF GRFP Recipient
Emigdio is currently a doctoral student in chemical engineering at University of New Mexico.

2016  Joshua Temple ('15)  NSF GRFP Recipient
Josh earned a Ph.D. in biomolecular chemistry at Yale University.